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Abstract:
The Internet of Things (IoT)services and application were increasing during the last years in several life fields causes need to
provide a secure identifier for protecting sensing data passing between IoT sensors/devices and embedded-subsystem
connected by networks. This paper was proposed an algorithm for helping in IoT communication security can used in different
IOT entities used in unofficial industrial machine to machine (M2M) communications, smart energy-grids, home or buildings
and other computing devices.
This paper proposed a secure system using new proposed 4D chaotic system combined with the modified lightweight
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The proposed 4-dimension (4D) chaos system Lyapunov was tested and pass for many
initial periods and get a super chaos system (4 positive Lyapunov). Generated chaos keys (used JORN) were used in the
lightweight AES and the Secure Hash Algorithm version 3 (SHA3-256). The Lightweight AES was design in case to reduce
CPU computation cycles and complexity of AES. Results show that computation time for proposed system decreased (has
145% speedup more). The output of modified lightweight AES encryption System has the good statistical tests near to original
AES that can avoid many attacks.
.
Keywords : IoT, IoT security, AES, chaos and AES.
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IoT edges (hardware and software). Results illustrated that the
hardware is buffer size sensitive and only consumes lowerpower when the large buffer sizes, and faster default CPU-

1-INTRODUCTION
In the daily life, the Internet of Things (IoT) take an
important work field due to the different uses of IoT
sensors/devices data collecting through networks or Internet.
The sensors and devices needed to achieve the security in
transferring the sensing data. They need to the security issues,
like communication (encryption, authentications and
authorizations, secure protocols, secure routing, and other data
and networking security) [11].
While the low-power consumption communication scheme
with high secure named the Secure Low-Power
Communications (SeLPC) algorithm was proposed decreasing
the encryption-cycles of AES for reducing end devices data
encryption-power. In the SeLPC, the enhance security levels
using the encryption-key and D- Box update procedure. Also,
the AES encryption processing simplification can reduce the
power consumption. The SeLPC tests results show it was
resisting attacks like known key, replays, and eavesdropping
attacks, with minimized the encryption-power up to 26.2%
comparing with the traditional- AES make it applicable with
IoT environments. [8]
Lightweight security techniques are an aspiring and wish for
fields which use to inspect the cryptographic primitive’s
implementation and algorithms for protect resources and
devices outputs.
Lightweight security cryptography contains more one
proposals algorithm like PRESENT(a lightweight block cipher
with a block size of 64 bits and a key size of 80 or 128 bits),
CLEFIA (Its name is derived from the French word clef,
meaning "key"), KATAN(A Family of Small and Efficient
Hardware-Oriented Block Ciphers), HEIGHT(high security
and light weight), SIMON-SPECK, Fantomas, KLEIN (family
of block ciphers )and many other algorithms. Lightweight
security goals to gain sufficient security-levels with an
optimum resource use. Block encryption algorithms (have
permutation) are brief pointed in Table 1 [4].

Name of the Input
Key size
block cipher block size

No.
rounds

of Algorithm
Design
Pattern

HIGHT

64

128

32

GFN

Pickolo

64

80/128

25/31

GFN

PRESENT

64

80/128

31

SPN

DESLX

64

184

16

Feistel

Midori

64/128

128

16/20

SPN

mCrypton

64

64/96/128

12

SPN

AES

128

128/192/256

10/12/14

SPN

Clefia

128

128/192/256

18/22/26

GFN

cycles rates with consume fewer resources. While the security
increased key size but increased resource consumption.
In [7 ] proposed a modified AES algorithm with secret keybio-chaos (generate using biometric (Fingerprint) and combine
Lorenz-Lu). Modified AES algorithm uses same operations of
original AES except for Mix-Columns operation and
compensation for it in two XOR and shift-cycle operations as
well as has two keys-bio-chaos which mentioned earlier in the
process of Generate Key-bio-chaos, each key has size 4*4 byte
that changing random values completely in each encryption or
decryption for email messages [7].
[1] focuses on AES algorithm security to enhance the AES
level security. The main modification was proposed to
enhance the traditional AES algorithm is XORing an
additional byte with Sbox values, and random additional key
was also used to increase AES security, but these
modifications caused an increasing in the time Security and
Strict-Avalanche Criterion.
In [2] proposes a method to enhance the overcomes of the
fixed Sbox to improves the AES performance to be applicable
in large image encryption. The other modification is replacing
the MixColumn stage by chaotic-mapping with XOR
operation to reduce the high computations in MixColumn
transform. The results show that the proposed method was a
very low-correlation encrypted adjacent pixels data
coefficients with high speed security.
The [9] explain the investigates and explores the behavior
of the AES algorithm by replacing two of its original modules,
namely the S-Box and the Key Schedule, with two other
chaos-based system. In design of the proposed system, three
chaos modules are used (Lorenz system, Chen system, and 1D multi-scroll system). While the initials generated by Pseudo

Table 1. Comparison of lightweight block ciphers used in bit
permutation.[4]
The Primary target of this article is to give a proposed for IoT
encryption based on the modified lightweight Advance
Encryption Standard AES and new proposed 4-Dimension (4D) chaotic system in order to achieving a stratify sensing data
encryption in less time for all devices connected to the internal
sensors network.
In [3] proposed modified of Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) with a lightweight issue. A novel equation for
constructing was used to generate the one-dimensional
Substitution-Box in Modified Advanced Encryption Standard
(MAES) transformation phase. MAES efficiency rate for
packet transmission term is around 18.35% that indicates
MAES energy consumes is less than AES and applicable for
IoT Resources.
In [10] explores the AES duration-time and energy
consumptions using various key size in resource constrained
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Random Number Generators (PRNG) for the three chaotic
systems.
While in [5] the key security was focused on. Here, the
modified AES has been tested and simulated by using
different chaotic variations (1-D logistic map, cross map, and
combination of both systems) . For the evaluation purpose, the
CPU time has been taken as the parameter. The testing results
of the modified AES algorithm illustrated that it takes more
time and CPU time comparing with traditional AES
algorithms but stall sensitive to the key used.
II. TAXONOMY LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY FOR THE IOT
The IoT becomes widespread in many computing fields of
life, like embedded computing device, health care ,..etc. The
main challenge is how to reduce power consuming. The IoT
devices widespread needs more security algorithms in their
communication/connection that leads to the lightweight
cryptography approaches.
Lightweight cryptography techniques have become crucial
area for researchers in IoT, mobile device, and embedded
computing
devices
security.
Hardware
lightweight
cryptography techniques deals with to increase the
performance parameters like device area size, and amount of
powers consumption. While the software based lightweight
cryptography, techniques deals with decreasing the CPU memory usage, device computing, computing complexity, and
amount of energy -powers consumption. For getting a
Lightweight encryption algorithm must build with
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
lightweight cryptography standards ISO/IEC (29192-2P:2012)
[4].
Many encryption/hashing algorithms as AES, 3-DES,
CLEFIA, PRESENTs and SHA have tested their security and
proven are well but not to used extensively in different
sensors- devices due to consume device resources such as
memory, CPU cycles, and power due the high-complexity.
Hence, these lead to a lightweight security approaches [4].
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III The proposed system
The proposed IoT security system contain two main functions:
encryption (using chaos-modified lightweight AES), and
Authentication using Hash techniques (chaos-SHA3-256bit).
There are three stages must clear in this proposed IoT sensing
data encryption system:
A.THE PROPOSED LIGHTWEIGHT MODIFIED AES

The main goal of this work is to design a lightweight
encryption algorithm that can be used to protect Internet of
Things (IoT) sensor data and that balances the demands for
performance and speed. To achieve a lightweight algorithm,
many different modifications were made to the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm along with some
reductions. The proposed Modified Lightweight AES
algorithm uses the same operations as the original AES except
for the MixColumns operation (which it compensates for in
multi-XOR stages), shift-cycle operations and SHA3-128. The
modified algorithm also has four chaos-keys (as shown in
Figure 1).
The first stage of the proposed modified Lightweight AES
algorithm (MLAES) is to use the generated 4-Dimension(4D)
chaos keys that generated from the proposed new 4D chaotic
system (named JORN) using equation (1). The chaos keys are
(k1, k2,k3 and k4) used in encryption processing, shifting
cycle number calculation, and AES round iteration number
counting.
xt[i + 1] = xt[i] -a*(1-xt[i]-zt[i])*dt
yt[i + 1] = yt[i] +(-yt[i]-xt[i]*zt[i]+r*yt[i]2)*dt
zt[i + 1] = zt[i] +(xt[i]*yt[i]-b*zt[i])*dt
kt[i+1]=kt[i]+(c * yt[i] * (xt[i]*zt[i] -kt[i]))*dt

…. (1)

Where a, b, c, r is the chaos parameters. While xt,yt,zt, kt
and is the initial conditions for chaos map.
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In this paper was proposed some modifications to the AES to
reduce the complexity of computations, number of iterations,
and execution time, and to save memory. One modification to
the AES is to combine it with a 4D JORN chaos keys (K1, K2,
JORN Chaotic-Keys (4-D) Generation

Split plain 4*4-Blocks

16-Byte Block 4*4

16-Byte Block 4*4

16-Byte Block
4*4

Add-Round-Keys

Expand Key
AddRound
keys

MSub-Bytes
Shifting +XOR
with
SHSHAKE128
A3

MShift-Rows
+XOR with

MShift-cycle
MShift-cycle

Shifting
+XOR with
SHA3-256

Keys
(4*4)
KS1,
KS2,
KS3,
KS4,
and
KS5

Keys
(4*4)
KS1,
KS2,
KS3,
KS4,
and
KS5

Inv-MShiftRows+XOR
with SHA3-

Inv-MSubBytes
AddRoundKeys

B. THE PROPOSED MODIFIED SUB-BYTES(S-BOXES)
AddRoundKeys

N rounds

data block, logical function, with shifting operations. MLAES
uses two s-boxes, with each s-box array consisting of 256
individuals with 64 bits each (S1 - 0…255, S2 - 0…255).
The second modification makes shift-rows and shift-cycles
deal with a dynamic number of shifts. The number of shifts
will be extracted from the last significant numbers of K4 and
K2, which change during each iteration.
The third modification is adding shift-XORed with a
SHA3-256 process. In this process, the SHA3-256 will
generated using KS5 and K1 (as initial values for the SHA3256 bit). The 128-hash bit will be divided into two 64-bit
blocks. Also, the 128-bit data block will be divided into two
64-bit blocks. Each data block will be shifted by a different
number of shift cycles. The first data block is shifted by X1,
where X1 is the last significant number of K1. The second
data block will be shifted by X2, where X2 is the last
significant number of K3. After applying the shifting
operations, the data blocks are XORed with the SHA3-256
blocks. Also, Rows will be shifted using K4 and XORed with
the new result hashed from the SHA3-256.
Finally, AES uses three key lengths: 128, 192, and 256,
with 10, 12 and 14 iteration cycles, respectively, as well as the
proposed MLAES designed to use a dynamic number of
iterations (in the range of 4 to 9 iterations). The number of
iterations is elicited from the last two significant numbers of
KS5. These proposed modifications aim to make AES
lightweight and reduce its operation time with acceptable
encryption complexity and strength. The dynamic number of
iterations depending on the chaos key (K4) will provide more
security to MLAES and protect against key-round guesses and
weak keys attacks.

KS5
KS5
N rounds

Ciphertext

One of the complex operations in MLAES is the S-Box. It
affects most MLAES security. In the general case, the S-Box
accepts a stream of 128-bit data; this block of data is split into
16-bit blocks (as a, b, … up to the last 8 bits). Each 64 bits are
utilized with S-box (there are two S-boxes proposed for use in
this modified Sub-bytes). The S-Boxes shifted at each iteration
using K1 to generate new S-box values.
C.THE PROPOSED IOT SECURITY SYSTEM

Plaintext

Figure 1: Encryption and Decryption Process of Modified
Lightweight AES

K3, and K4). These chaos keys are used to increase the
randomness of the encrypted results and increase the strength
of the AES to avoid more attacks. The key expansion
converted the 128-bit key length into several subkey arrays
and the total number of iterations required to generate all
required subkeys. In the MLAES, each key block has a size
(4x4 bytes) that changes values completely in each
encryption/decryption iteration.
The first proposed modification to the AES is enhancement of
the Sub-bytes (s-box) by using the chaos keys block, Plain

One of the main challenges in designing the IoT application is
that the time of the processing and complexity. The proposed
system was designed to reduce the processing time and
decrease number of CPU cycles with acceptable security
mechanism compatible with IoT devices and sensors. The
proposed security operation for an IoT system contains two
stages: data encryption using the proposed MLAES algorithm
and data hashing using SHA3-256 bits. Figure 2 shows the
block diagram of the proposed IoT system.
The first step in the IoT system is the collection of sensing
data from the sensors/devices connected to the IoT system. In
this work, 40 sensors were used in testing the proposed
security system. These sensors were grouped into 10 groups.
Each group contained four different types of sensors
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controlled by Raspberry Pi type B units. The data from each
group of sensors were collected and aggregated during slice
times.

Figure 2 The Proposed IoT Security System Using Proposed
Modified Lightweight AES-Hashing (Raspberry Side).

The second step is to apply the combination of the lightweight
IoT security proposed encryption-hashing techniques
(MLAES-128 bits and SHA3-256 bits) to the collected data
before sending them to the IoT server. The proposed security
is implemented and applied in each group controller
(Raspberry Pi) to encrypt and hash sensor data.

IoT Server

Raspberry 1

Sensors group1

Raspberry 2

Sensors group2

Raspberry 10

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed IoT system flowchart (using
the proposed MLAES-hash (Raspberry Pi/sensors side)). It
shows that the steps of the IoT security system operations, all
parameters and initial values will be determined between the
two sides (sender Raspberry Pi side, and IoT server side).
Meanwhile, Figure 3 shows the proposed IoT security system
using the proposed MLAES-hash (IoT server side). On the IoT
server side, the encrypted payload data are decrypted in
received packets using the steps in Figure 1. Then, the
decrypted data hash will be generated by applying the
proposed SHA3-256 bit on the decrypted payload data, and it
will be compared with the hash stored in the received packet.
The packet will be accepted or refused (dropped) depending
on the comparison results.

Sensors group10

Figure 3 The Configuration block diagram for the IoT proposed
System

In the IoT server (administrator computer used to generate the
response after data sensing verified and analysis as shown in
Figure 3), the received payload packet will be decrypted using
MLAES algorithm. The chaos generation will use the same
initial values and parameters used on the sender side. After
completing the decryption operation, the decrypted data will
Start

Initial raspberry Pi, network parameters, protocol,
environment, and connections links,

Start
Read the encrypted payload data from received packets

Initial the sensors, raspberry Pi, network parameters,
protocol, environment, and connections links,

Initialize JORN chaotic system, the proposed MLAES,
SHA3-256), initial parameters, and keys
Collect sensors data and aggregates
Apply the JORN chaotic system and get the chaos keys
(K1,K2,K3, and K4)

Initialize JORN chaotic system, the proposed MLAES,
and SHA3-256-), initial parameters, and keys

Generate SHAKE128 and Apply the MLAES decryption
operation on the received packet payload data
Apply the JORN chaotic system and get the chaos keys
(K1,K2,K3, and K4)

Apply the SHA3-256 on the decrypted data and get the
final hash (GFH)

Apply the SHAKE128 on the collected sensors data and
get the final hash

Read the received packet final hash (RFH)

Apply the modified Lightweight AES (MLAES) on the
collected sensors data, and SHA3-256 on the generated
keys(K4 and K1)

GFH=
RFH

No

Yes
Authorized Sensors-Raspberry side
and send the packet to the IoT
system

Send the encrypted sensors data to IoT server using the
TCP/IP protocol

No

Exit?

No

Exit?
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Yes
End

End
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be used to generate hash (using SHA3-256 bit) to check the
authenticity of the sender Raspberry pi and received packet
side. All of the same operations performed on the Raspberry pi
side for generation of the final hash will applied on the IoT
server side, but the generated final hash will be compared with
the received final hash (stored in the Raspberry packet) for
each packet received by the IoT server. Figure 4 shows the
proposed IoT encryption system using proposed Lightweight
AES-Hashing (IoT server).
Figure 4 The Proposed IoT Security System Using Proposed
Modified Lightweight AES-Hashing (IoT Server Side).
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To test the proposed system by implementing it using 40
sensors (10 groups each containing 4 sensor types: thermal,
pressure, magnetic, and camera sensors). Each group was
connected to and managed by a Raspberry Pi B type device.
The Raspberry device collected and aggregated the sensor
data, then applied the proposed MLAES-Hash to obtain the
encrypted data and create the final hash. Finally, the
Raspberry Pi sent the encrypted sensor data with the final hash
to the IoT server through the network.
On the IoT server side, the encrypted payload data were first
read from the received packet. The decryption operation was
applied using the proposed MLAES algorithm. The decrypted
data were used to extract the hash value. The same operation
was done to calculate the final hash, which was compared with
the stored hash in the packet in order to accept or refuse the
packet.
The time was measured for the proposed MLAES-Hash
operations. Table 2 shows the average encryption time for the
original [7] and modified Lightweight AES algorithms with
different numbers of iteration rounds (4, 6, and 8). For 4
rounds of iteration, the proposed MLAES algorithm is faster
(140.1 msec to encrypt 10 kB), while the original AES
algorithm takes 161.2 msec to encrypt the same file size. This
difference was shown in all results (as shown in Figure 5).
Table 3 shows the MLAES-hash time (for the original and
proposed Lightweight AES algorithms). It indicates that the
proposed lightweight MLAES-Hash is consistently faster than
the AES-Hash without modification or chaos. Table 4 presents
the NIST statistical test results for the proposed MLAES. It
shows that the proposed MLAES passes all of the randomness
tests for the different numbers of rounds of iteration.

2000
10000
500000

86.987
161.2235
1153.333

1000000

2985.369

80.126
195.67
1135.67
3
2741.56
7

78.31
150.76
1110.54

76.19
145.07
1106.85

61.23
140.21
1092.11

2730.70

2575.10

2430.99

Table 3 Time Measurement for the Proposed Lightweight IoT
Security System
MLAESHash time
(msec)
10 rounds

MLAESHash time
(msec)
8 rounds

0.1

Original
AES-Hash
Time
(msec)
10 rounds
6.430

3.93

1

35.786

31.67

10

88.567

78.56

100

166.998

500

1164.700

1000

2996.111

Text
size
(Kbyte
)

3.43

MLAESHash
time
(msec)
6 rounds
3.22

MLAESHash
time
(msec)
4 rounds
3.10

29.23

25.88

24.23

74.41

71.22

68.33

152.21

150.10

145.13

139.78

1131.49

1128.11

1119.10

1097.98

2741.11

2736.08

2694.34

2487.39

Table 4 Randomness Testes Results for the proposed MLAES.
NIST statistical
tests Results
Name

Frequency
(Monobit) test
Runs test
Discrete Fourier
transform
Block frequency
Longest runs test
Cumulative sums
test
Serial test
Matrix rank test
Overlapping
template test
Linear
complexity test
Nonoverlapping
template test
Random
excursions
variant test
Random
excursions test

Origina
l AES
(10
rounds
)
2.20

MLAES
(10)
rounds

MLAES
(8 )
rounds

MLAES
(6)
rounds
)

MLAES
(4)
rounds

1.201

0.710

0.700

0.690

7.95
0.39

4.746
0.282

4.101
0.267

4.001
0.245

3.98
0.19

0.901
0.132
0.921

0.610
0.272
0.718

0.601
0.240
0.641

0.600
0.222
0.610

0.610
0.198
0.589

4.62
1.34
0.65

1.41
0.901
0.451

1.22
0.851
0.301

0.999
0.731
0.290

0.81
0.656
0.190

1.65

1.102

0.939

0.930

0.880

0.997

0.721

0.712

0.705

0.640

0.894

0.522

0.511

0.50

0.480

0.988

0.962

0.954

0.952

0.918

Table 2 Time measurement for the Proposed MLAES
Text
size(byte
)

Original
AES
(msec)

10
25
70
100
1000

2.908
2.910
3.123
4.232
33.122

Modifie
d AES
[7]
(msec)
2.506
2.561
2.889
7.6525
27.510

MLAES
(msec)
(8
rounds)
2.23
2.36
2.56
3.12
26.51

MLAES
(msec) (6
rounds)
2.12
2.21
2.42
2.98
25.10

MLAES
(msec)
(4
rounds)
1.98
2.10
2.31
2.42
21.89

V.

Conclusions

After implementation of the proposed system, was observed
that even with these modifications to the original AES
algorithm, the algorithm’s security remains robust. The
proposed modified AES algorithm is intact but also faster and
more lightweight, making it more desirable for embedding in
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IoT devices and sensors because of its reduced power
consumption. Also, the results in table 2 show that the
proposed modified AES faster than the algorithm in [7].
The proposed MLAES algorithm passes all NIST statistical
tests. Therefore, brute-force attacks fail against the proposed
MLAES algorithm.
The proposed MLAES is designed with less complex
functions and was tested to calculate the CPU cycles during
different rounds. We recorded a range of 6890 to 12200 cycles
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انًسرخهص:
ذضاٌذخ خذياخ ٔذطثٍقاخ إَرشَد األشٍاء ) (IoTخالل انسُٕاخ األخٍشج فً انؼذٌذ يٍ يداالخ انسٍاج  ،زٍث ذسراج إنى ذٕفٍش يؼشف آيٍ نسًاٌح تٍاَاخ االسرشؼاس)(sensors
انرً ذًش تٍٍ أخٓضج  /أخٓضج ٔ IoTانُظاو انفشػً انًذيح انًرصم تانشثكاخ .ذى اقرشاذ فً ْزِ انٕسقح خٕاسصيٍح نهًساػذج فً أيٍ االذصاالخ(ٔ ) IoTانرً ًٌكٍ اسرخذايٓا
فً يخرهف كٍاَاخ ( )IoTانًسرخذيح فً االذصاالخ انصُاػٍح يثم آنح انى َنح )ٔ ، (M2Mشثكاخ انطاقح انزكٍح ٔ ،انًُضل انزكً أٔ انًثاًَ انزكٍح ٔغٍشْا يٍ أخٓضج
انسٕسثح.
اقرشزد ْزِ انٕسقح َظا ًيا آيًُا تاسرخذاو َظاو فٕضٕي خذٌذ ستاػً االتؼاد ) ( 4- Dimensionيقرشٌ يغ يؼٍاس انرشفٍش انًرقذو انًخفف ( .)AESذى اخرثاس َظاو انفٕضى
انًقرشذ ري األستؼح أتؼاد تٕاسطح انًؼٍاس (ٔ ) Lyapunovذًشٌشِ نؼذج فرشاخ اترذائٍح ٔانسصٕل ػهى َظاو فٕضى فائق ( Lyapunovإٌداتً)ٔ .اٌضا اسرخذايد يفاذٍر
انفٕضى انًٕنذج (انًسرخذيح فً  )JORNفً  AESانًخففح ٔخٕاسصيٍح انردضئح اَيُح ( ) SHA3-256ذظٓش انُرائح أٌ ٔقد زساب انُظاو انًقرشذ اَخفض (ذساسع
تُسثح ٔ ٪145أكثش) .إٌ إخشاج َظاو ذشفٍش  AESانًخفف انًؼذل نذٌّ اخرثاساخ إزصائٍح خٍذج تانًقاسَح يغ  AESاألصهً ٔانزي ًٌكُّ ذدُة انؼذٌذ يٍ انٓدًاخ.
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